The paper room is equipped with a variety of materials that allow artists to produce work that is paper-related. The main room functions as an open co-working studio. Two desks are available for illustrators, designers, writers, or other creatives looking for a place to work in a collaborative atmosphere.

Beit Waraq is an incubator for visual arts studio, Studio Kawakeb. Beit Waraq is a project initiated by Waraq in 2012. It is located in a residential neighborhood in Mazra’a, Beirut. It is a community space that actively promotes the art of illustration, printmaking, design and animation by allocating each of its rooms to one of these practices. Our space is set up on the co-working model, where artists can rent equipped studio spaces for durations as short as a day up to a month-long leases. We offer four types of studios to fit different needs and working styles. Beit Waraq is also an incubator for visual arts studio, Studio Kawakeb.